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Winter Debris Covers

Manufactured by Certikin in the UK, these Winter Debris Covers come with a 5 year 
guarantee and are suitable for in-ground and above-ground pools. 



This literature is intended as a guide. The Company resrves the right to change the  
specifications without notice.

If you require further technical information
please do not hesitate to contact us

Winter Debris Covers
A winter debris cover is an essential part of any outdoor  
pool care programme.  Designed to keep debris out, but  
let rain water through, Certikin’s high quality winter debris  
covers are used on thousands of pools world-wide.  

Manufactured by Certikin in the UK from the highest quality 
woven polyethylene fabrics, covers can be made to suit almost 
any size, shape and location of pool, from above ground timber 
pools to freeform shapes.  By using the latest options in CAD  
and automated fabric cutting and marking to provide accuracy  
and speed, combined with decades of experience in  
manufacturing such covers, we firmly believe we offer the  

best winter debris cover on the market.

Features:

• Highest quality woven polyethylene fabrics

• Polished stainless steel spring and pin fixings

• 4 colour options; green, blue, tan and grey

• Automated cutting and marking for speed and accuracy

• Varying styles of cover to suit all options

• Light blocking ‘Ultra’ cover available 

• Suitable for in-ground and above-ground pools

• 5 year guarantee

• Manufactured by Certikin in the UK

We also offer a wide range of options – standard fabrics are available 

in not only the traditional forest green, but also in blue, tan and grey 

so the cover can blend in with or complement any pool surround.  

There is no difference in quality or price between the colours.  All 

fabrics are a 157g/m2 weave and offer over 90% shading, meaning 

that almost all light is blocked from the pool, significantly reducing 

algae growth when the pool is winterised.  For stronger protection, 

our Ultra cover (green only) is manufactured using a 288g/m2 fabric 

and reduces light penetration between 98 and 100% depending on 

aspect (size limits apply for this style of cover).

All of our covers are stitched using durable UV and chlorine resistant 

thread and use 25mm heavy duty nylon webbing for all straps and 

perimeter detail.  High grade PVC is used on the underside of the 

cover at points which need specific protection and all straps are 

re-enforced with a tough butyl strip to combat rubbing on the pool 

surround.  All covers for in-ground pools are sized to overlap the pool 

by 300mm all around.
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Our standard covers, the Maple 

range, are made with regular 

perimeter straps, which are secured 

to the pool surround by polished 

stainless steel springs and pins.  

Alternatively our Criss-Cross range 

offers straps which run the full 

length and width of the cover for 

extra strength – these are secured 

in the same way.
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